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Chapter 7Conlusion & disussion7.1 IntrodutionThis �nal hapter presents the researh �ndings and indiates how, and to whatextend these answer the formulated researh questions. Also, the ontributions ofthese �ndings to this thesis' aim is addressed. Additionally, a general disussion onthe researh is provided, elaborating on both its generalisability and limitations.We �nish with an overview of future researh diretions. However, before startingthis disussion in detail, we briey reapitulate our researh aim and the researhquestions that follow from it.The aim of this researh has been to (i) enhane the understanding of theomplex, dynami onept that sustainability has beome, and (ii) investigate theuse of spei� instruments, i.e. deision support systems, to improve sustainability.The hanging oneptualisation of sustainability is disussed in hapter 2. Atpresent, sustainability inorporates dynamis of the issues to whih it is related,and is able to ope with omplex phenomena. This urrent stane is aused by thebroad adoption of a bottom-up perspetive, omplementing the original top-downorientation.In order to apture sustainability, the onept of arti�ial systems is used.Sustainability is regarded as an attribute of an arti�ial system. This attribu-tion indiates if the arti�ial system an exist in its environment inde�nitely, i.e.whether the arti�ial system is in equilibrium with its environment (see setion1.2.1).The seond purpose of the use of the onept of arti�ial system is the on-eptualisation of the role of individual and olletive human behaviour in relationto sustainability. We de�ned arti�ial systems as systems that are designed, used,and ontrolled by humans. In other words, the interation of an arti�ial systemwith its environment is ditated by the behaviour of the individuals that ontrolit. Consequently, human behaviour determines the equilibrium between arti�ialsystem and environment and hene sustainability.One level deeper, knowledge is identi�ed as a determinant of sustainability.We have explained the relation between human behaviour as problem-solving be-haviour. Problem-solving behaviour is a mental ativity in whih knowledge is191



Chapter 7. Conlusion & disussionused to resolve a problem. First, a representation of a problem is mentally on-struted. Seond, solutions for this problem are plotted. Finally, a solution ishosen and translated into ation, and thus behaviour (see setion 1.2.2). In rela-tion to sustainability, the knowledge an individual has about an arti�ial systemshapes his ations towards the system. Beause these ations inuene the intera-tions between the arti�ial system and its environment, the system's sustainabilityis inuened. Conluding, sustainability relates to an individual's knowledge.Inherent to problem-solving, humans learn. Every time problem-solving takesplae, a problem needs to be represented mentally, solution diretions plotted, andone solution seleted and implemented. Often, knowledge is absent to ompletethis series of steps. In suh situations, the individual has to aquire the missingknowledge. In other words, the individual has to learn.In relation to sustainability, both knowledge and learning are important fators.Knowledge regarding an arti�ial system's sustainability aids an individual toshape his behaviours suh that these improve the system's sustainability. Beausesustainability is a omplex, dynami onept due to hanges of the arti�ial systemand its environment, the individual has to onstantly update his knowledgeaboutthe system; he has to learn. Knowledge about an arti�ial system's sustainabilityis termed knowledge of sustainability; sustainability of knowledge denotes theprinipal that individuals need to update their knowledge regarding an arti�ialsystem ontinuously, to safeguard its existene.From the above reasoning, the following researh questions have been formu-lated: Main question: what onditions need to be met for knowledge ofsustainability to beome sustainability of knowledge?Question 1: what interdependenies between sustainability ofknowledge and knowledge of sustainability are identi�able?Question 2: What onepts onstitute knowledge of sustainabilityand sustainability of knowledge?Question 3: what interventions are possible to set the adequate on-ditions for an improvement of the interdependenies between sustaina-bility of knowledge and knowledge of sustainability?Question 4: what design underlies interventions that set the ondi-tions for sustainable innovation?7.2 Researh �ndingsMain question: What onditions must be met for knowledge of sustainability tobeome sustainability of knowledge?The onepts of knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge orig-inate from the knowledge perspetive on sustainability that has been used in thisresearh. Our idea behind these onepts is the reognition of human behaviour192



7.2. Researh �ndingsas determinant of sustainability. The relation between human behaviour and sus-tainability has been made using the onept of the arti�ial system.First, an arti�ial system is a human-made, and human-operated system (seesetion 1.2.1). In other words, the behaviour of an arti�ial system is determinedby human behaviour, following from both the human-made and human-operatednature of an arti�ial system. Initially, design determines the funtions and stru-ture of the arti�ial system, whih relates to its human-made nature. The designof an arti�ial system is determined by what we have identi�ed as the unit of exe-ution: a multi-ator system that realises an innovation proess (see setion 2.2.2).Next, human operation of an arti�ial system determines the exat behaviour ofthe system's funtions. The operation of an arti�ial system is determined by whatwe have labelled unit of adoption: a multi-ator system that adopts the results ofan innovation proess (see setion 2.2.2). Whereas the unit of exeution �xatesthe bandwidth of an arti�ial system's behaviour (e.g. setting a maximum speedon a highway), the exat behaviour is set by the unit of adoption (e.g. the atualspeed of a ar on the highway).Seond, we argued that sustainability an only be meaningfully asribed toarti�ial systems, expressing the balane between the arti�ial system and itsenvironment. Contrastingly, natural systems have been identi�ed being able toself-regulate their balane with their environment. Self-regulation has to be ex-pliitly designed for arti�ial systems. Beause human insight into sustainabilityis bounded (setion 2.3), we argue that design always is limited to urrent in-sights. In other words, humans annot oversee all possible situations in whih anarti�ial system needs to funtion, nor all onsequenes of design deisions thatare urrently made. Therefore, any funtion of self-regulation that is built into anarti�ial system has its boundaries. One the arti�ial system enounters a situa-tion that lies beyond these boundaries, self-regulation will not funtion anymore,and sustainability of the arti�ial system will deteriorate.The exat behaviour of an arti�ial system and its sustainability are regardedas the expression of the knowledge of sustainability of the unit of adoption. Theunit of adoption uses its knowledge to operate the arti�ial system. Throughthis operation, the sustainability of the arti�ial system is set. Depending on theexat ontent of knowledge of sustainability, the arti�ial system's balane withits environment is improved or deteriorates.The view on sustainability we presented in the above lines however is a statione. In hapter 2, we demonstrated that sustainability is attributed to arti�ialsystems that hange over time, as well as their environment does. If a more dy-nami perspetive is taken on the issue of sustainability, we also need to onsiderhow knowledge of sustainability beomes part of the behaviours of the mentionedindividuals. In other words, how do these individuals learn knowledge of sustain-ability.Learning has been aptured in the onept we term sustainability of knowledge(see hapter 1). It onerns the proess that renews knowledge of sustainabilityonstantly. A proess of onstant renewal of knowledge of sustainability enablesa unit of adoption to solve problems of sustainability, now and in the future (seehapter 2). Progressively, the unit of adoption's understanding of the arti�ialsystem it operates inreases, and adapts to hanges of system and environment.193



Chapter 7. Conlusion & disussionIdeally, the unit of adoption not only possesses knowledge about how to improvethe sustainability of the arti�ial system, but also about how the unit of adoptionitself is able to learn and adapt. In other words, the unit of adoption possessesknowledge of sustainability that inorporates sustainability of knowledge. Weargue that at a meta-level the knowledge of sustainability of the unit of adoptionhas beome sustainability of knowledge.In our researh, we have argued that the knowledge of sustainability not onlyshould relate to the funtioning of the arti�ial system and desribe the rela-tionship with its environment from a tehnologial perspetive alone (see hapter1). Moreover, this knowledge of sustainability also should inorporate knowledgeabout the individuals of the unit of adoption, who operate the arti�ial system(hapter 3). These individuals need to use the knowledge of sustainability. Know-ledge about these individuals should onsist of knowledge about how they proessinformation, and what they urrently know about the knowledge domains that re-late to the arti�ial system. The former provides an indiation of the informationproessing or learning apabilities of the individuals of the unit of adoption. Thelatter indiates what the point of departure of learning proesses is. We onludethat when knowledge of sustainability also ontains knowledge about the unit ofadoption that is required to use it, knowledge of sustainability has reahed a higherlevel at whih is has beome sustainability of knowledge.In ase of AVEBE (see hapter 5), knowledge of sustainability about starhpotato farming has been developed in various researh programmes (unit of ex-eution). However, at the moment this knowledge of sustainability needs to beimplemented in pratie, AVEBE is de�ient in helping its farmers (unit of adop-tion) to learn. Various hannels of ommuniation, among whih several intera-tive omputer appliations, have been developed to inform farmers about multipleissues of farming. However, in devising these hannels, the assumption has beenthat eah farmer proesses information in the same manner. AVEBE had notdeveloped knowledge about its farmers to omplement the knowledge they pro-dued on starh potato farming. As a result, only a small group of farmers havebeen reahed using the developed ommuniation hannels. In our researh, weshowed that this group mainly onsists of top and quantity farmers, farmers whoproess information similar to AVEBE and Agrobiokon researhers (see also hap-ter 5). Summarising, it is possible to develop knowledge of sustainability about aertain domain. However, if this developed knowledge of sustainability is not om-plemented by knowledge about the unit of adoption, sustainability of knowledgeannot be realised.Considering the Optihem Infonet ase (see hapter 6), we started in a situa-tion that resulted from hoies in the past to enlarge produt portfolios of papermills by using hemials in paper-making. Although this use of hemials enabledmills to enlarge their markets, additional problems emerged. Most individuals whoperform tasks at paper mill sites (unit of adoption), are not knowledgeable abouthemials they enounter. This means that they are not able to determine therisks involved in handling these hemials, nor that they are able to estimate thee�et of these hemials on their tasks. Results of improper handling of hemialsfor example are environmental pollution, waste of resoures and �nal produt, orpersonal injuries. To improve sustainability of handling hemials at paper mills,194



7.2. Researh �ndingsknowledge about hemials has to be taught to employees in paper prodution.Most of this knowledge however did not exist at the start of our researh and hadto be developed. In summary, the improvement of the sustainability of the pa-per industry involved development of knowledge of sustainability about handlinghemials in the ontext of a paper mill, and knowledge about the individuals whorequire this knowledge to exeute their tasks. In building the various OptihemInfonet prototypes, we have demonstrated that knowledge of sustainability anbeome sustainability of knowledge, if and only if both knowledge of sustainabilityabout the arti�ial system and knowledge about the unit of adoption both aredeveloped.Question 1: What interdependenies between sustainability of knowledge and know-ledge of sustainability are identi�able?Interdependenies between knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of know-ledge exist in two diretions. First, knowledge of sustainability about an arti�ialsystem depends on sustainability of knowledge for it to be renewed ontinually(relating to knowledge prodution). Seond, sustainability of knowledge dependson knowledge of sustainability about individuals who ontrol an arti�ial system,to be able to failitate learning (relating to knowledge integration).Knowledge of sustainability about an arti�ial system enables a unit of adop-tion to behave suh that it ontributes to the improvement of the system's sus-tainability. In this fashion, the unit of adoption safeguards the system's existene.Knowledge of sustainability relates to the knowledge that is expressed in the be-haviours of the individuals who onstitute the unit of adoption. However, theimprovement of an arti�ial system's sustainability is only realised at a ertainpoint in time. Beause both the arti�ial system and its environment ontinuouslyhange (see setion 2.3), the balane between arti�ial system and environment isontinuously rede�ned. In other words, the fators that determine sustainabilityof the arti�ial system ontinuously hange. For a unit of adoption to ope withthese dynamis, it needs to adapt to them. It needs to adopt new behavioursand thus aquire knowledge that underlies these behaviours. Hene, knowledgeof sustainability has to be updated aording to hanges of arti�ial system andenvironment. New knowledge regarding the arti�ial system's sustainability hasto be produed, requiring sustainability of knowledge to realise the ontinuousprodution of knowledge of sustainability.To initiate learning, knowledge about the knowledge proesses of individualsof the unit of adoption that operates ertain arti�ial system is required for sus-tainability of knowledge to funtion. In omparison to knowledge of sustainabilityabout an arti�ial system, knowledge about the knowledge proesses of individualsis meta-knowledge. Knowledge of sustainability enables an individual, to shapehis behaviours suh that they ontribute to the sustainability of the arti�ial sys-tem he ontrols. However, beause arti�ial systems generally are operated bymultiple individuals, a situation where knowledge of sustainability resides in themind of only one individual leads to sub-optimalisation regarding sustainability(see setion 2.4.2). In ase multiple individuals, as a olletive, attempt to im-prove the arti�ial system's sustainability, the knowledge of sustainability needs195



Chapter 7. Conlusion & disussionto be distributed among every individual operating the system. Sustainability ofknowledge is able to realise this distribution, if and only if the knowledge of sus-tainability onnets to the knowledge of the individuals who need to learn it. Forthis the knowledge of sustainability should not only ontain knowledge about thesustainability of the arti�ial system, but also knowledge about the individuals ofthe unit of adoption that operates it.The dependeny of sustainability of knowledge on knowledge of sustainabilityforms the basis of both the AVEBE and Optihem Infonet ases. Prior to the real-isation of sustainability of knowledge, the ontent of a knowledge domain needs tobe determined. One this ontent is known, sustainability of knowledge should en-sure that knowledge about the domain is onstantly updated. Regarding AVEBE,farmers are required to adapt their behaviours to various hanges in their envi-ronment. For instane, the breakdown of the Common Agriulture Poliy ausesfarmers' inomes to be ut in half. Besides, viruses and bateria mutate, whihfores farmers to ontinually hange their seletion of potatoes for their rops.Suh hanges ause prior knowledge to have beome obsolete, and alls for thedevelopment of new knowledge of sustainability about starh potato farming (seehapter 5). In the Optihem Infonet ase, the introdution and inreasing useof multiple hemials in paper prodution, requires various employees to learnknowledge of sustainability with regards to these hemials. In ontrast to theAVEBE ase, a lak of basi knowledge of hemials of these individuals has beenobserved. For these individuals to be able to perform their tasks safely, this ba-si knowledge of sustainability regarding hemials needs to be developed �rst,requiring sustainability of knowledge to take plae.The dependeny of knowledge of sustainability on sustainability of knowledgeis also observed in the empirial ases of this researh. This dependeny onernsthe inorporation of knowledge of sustainability in the behaviours of individualsthrough learning. In the AVEBE ase, knowledge of sustainability about starhpotato growth is developed by sientists. Although various hannels of ommunia-tion are implemented, this knowledge of sustainability does not reah all farmers ofthe o-operative. Most farmers do not omprehend the messages that are ommu-niated through these hannels. Similarly, hemists in paper mills and hemialsuppliers possess the knowledge of sustainability regarding hemials in the pa-per industry. The lak of ommuniation hannels in the industry, isolates thisknowledge of sustainability at these hemists, hampering an improvement of thesustainability of the entire paper industry.Question 2: What onepts onstitute knowledge of sustainability and sustainabi-lity of knowledge?Knowledge of sustainability onsists of knowledge about the fators that determinethe sustainability of an arti�ial system. We identify knowledge of sustainabilityas a nested knowledge domain. Namely, the arti�ial system an be any kindof system. In this researh the arti�ial systems of starh potato growth andpaper-making have been examined in the empirial ases (see hapters 5 and 6).Although several fators of sustainability onern both ases (e.g. taking into on-196



7.2. Researh �ndingssideration the learning apabilities of individuals who exeute tasks), the studiedsystems are di�erent. In general, knowledge of sustainability an be spei�ed asonsisting of knowledge of a spei� arti�ial system, foussing on the fators thatdetermine its sustainability (i.e. its ever-lasting relation with its environment), andknowledge about the unit of adoption that operates the arti�ial system. At thelowest level, knowledge about an arti�ial system onsists of knowledge elements.The knowledge elements about an arti�ial system an be grouped meaningfullyin several knowledge domains. For instane, in the AVEBE ase the knowledgedomains of starh potato growth, ultivar seletion, and rop management havebeen reognised. In the Optihem Infonet domain, we reognised for example theknowledge domains of hemials, eletrial engineering, and mehanial engineer-ing.Sustainability of knowledge relates to knowledge management and onsists of indi-vidual and olletive knowledge proesses, in whih knowledge of sustainability isproessed. At the individual level, i.e. at the level of the singular human problemsolver, the notion of problem-solving is used to identify these proesses. Addi-tionally, this notion identi�es the ognitive systems that realise these proesses(see setion 1.2.2). An information proessing approah has been used regardingthe ognitive system. We used the model human proessor model to identify thevarious sub-systems within the ognitive system (see setion 3.2.1). Knowledgeproessing, among whih also learning is identi�ed, is the ativity of ognitivesystems in an individual's mind (see setion 3.2.1).At the olletive level, i.e. the level involving multiple human problem solvers,knowledge proessing onerns the prodution and integration of knowledge. Es-sentially, at this level knowledge proessing equals knowledge management ati-vities that aim at resolving knowledge gaps in the olletive. Besides ognitiveproesses, ommuniation underlies both knowledge prodution and knowledgeintegration. For knowledge prodution, i.e. the development of knowledge ele-ment from srath, human problem solvers ommuniate with various soures ofinformation. Communiation between human problem solvers is the proess thatunderlies knowledge integration (see setion 3.2.2). To realise knowledge produ-tion or integration, the knowledge that is ommuniated needs to be understoodby the human problem solver at the reeiving side of ommuniation. For this, themessage that is ommuniated must trigger knowledge reation in the mind of thereipient (see setion 3.2.3). In other words, the message must result in a suess-ful reognise-at yle in the mind of the reipient (see setion 3.2.1). To shapethe message aordingly, the sender needs to know what the reipient understands.In the AVEBE ase (see hapter 5), knowledge of sustainability onsists ofknowledge about various aspets of starh potato growth, and knowledge aboutAVEBE's starh potato farmers. The former roughly onerns knowledge aboutultivar seletion, rop management, harvesting, storage, and growing seed pota-toes. The latter onerns the information proessing behaviours of farmers. Inour study, we identi�ed various soures of information that farmers use to informthemselves about developments in the domain. Furthermore, urrent knowledgeof farmers about spei� aspets of starh potato growth has been explored. Our197



Chapter 7. Conlusion & disussionstudy foussed on various aspets of ultivar seletion, among whih the e�etsof potato harateristis, �eld harateristis, PCN, and eonomi onsequenesof farmers' hoies. Sustainability of knowledge onsisted of the two objetivesof the Agrobiokon researh programme. First, it targeted the prodution of newknowledge about among other things the above mentioned aspets of starh potatogrowth. Seond, the produed knowledge needed to be brought bak to the AVEBEfarmers. Various ommuniation hannels were developed to realise this knowledgeintegration.Knowledge of sustainability in the Optihem Infonet ase (see hapter 6), on-erns the knowledge domain of paper prodution. This knowledge domain is theaggregate domain of among others hemistry, engineering, eletronis, and organ-isation. Additionally, knowledge of sustainability onerns knowledge about thevarious employees involved in paper prodution. Chapter 6 disusses leaners andtruk drivers who are onfronted with hemials performing their tasks. Their taskstrutures are spei�ed (see �gures 6.2 and 6.3), the inferene struture of theirtasks (�gure 6.4), and the domain knowledge they use (�gures 6.6 until 6.8). Con-erning sustainability of knowledge, knowledge prodution has been a neessarystep in the Optihem Infonet projet to be able to onstrut the targeted deisionsupport system, beause knowledge domains involved in paper prodution are notintegrated. Next, the two onstruted deision support system prototypes are anattempt to realise realise knowledge integration.Question 3: What interventions are possible to set the adequate onditions foran improvement of the interdependenies between sustainability of knowledge andknowledge of sustainability?Knowledge management interventions aim to improve knowledge proessing, op-erating at the level of individual human problem solvers and olletives of humanproblem solvers (see setion 3.2.2). Therefore knowledge management interven-tions have been identi�ed as suitable interventions to set the onditions to improvethe interdependenies between sustainability of knowledge and knowledge of sus-tainability. The interdependenies between knowledge of sustainability and sus-tainability of knowledge onern the knowledge proesses that underlie both. Atthe level of the individual these are knowledge use and knowledge reation respe-tively (see setion 3.2.2). Beause instruments from the knowledge managementtoolkit intervene at the level of knowledge proessing of individuals (see setion3.2.4), these instruments are onsidered to set the adequate onditions for improv-ing the interdependenies between sustainability of knowledge and knowledge ofsustainability.Sustainability of knowledge is realised by knowledge management interventions,whih improve knowledge proessing and thus enable the involved olletive ofindividuals to resolve knowledge gaps. The olletive resolves these knowledge gapsthrough the two proesses of knowledge prodution and knowledge integration.First, regarding knowledge prodution, knowledge management interventionstrigger the development of knowledge of sustainability. In ase a ertain knowledgemanagement intervention is onsidered, it is set to inorporate ertain knowledge.When this knowledge does not exist, it needs to be developed. We illustrated this198



7.2. Researh �ndingssituation in the Optihem Infonet ase (see hapter 6). Knowledge of sustainabilityabout hemials and the personal safety of employees, who enounter hemialswhen performing their tasks, did not exist at the start of this researh. Thedevelopment of the Optihem Infonet deision support system fored individualsfrom the paper industry to fous their knowledge proesses on produing thisknowledge.Seond, regarding knowledge integration, knowledge management interventionsembody the means to ommuniate knowledge of sustainability to various individ-uals. In this way, these interventions aim to trigger learning proesses in the mindsof these individuals. The interdependenies between knowledge of sustainabilityand sustainability of knowledge need to be observed. Sustainability of knowledgedepends on knowledge about the unit of adoption that it targets. Individuals whoonstitute this unit of adoption need to omprehend the messages about know-ledge of sustainability that the knowledge management intervention ommuniatesto them. Therefore, the message about knowledge of sustainability needs to betailored to the understanding of the individual who reeives it. Knowledge aboutthis individual must be an integral part of the knowledge of sustainability that isommuniated about, in order to realise the desired knowledge integration.The interventions of both the AVEBE and Optihem Infonet ase, onern theuse of deision support systems to realise sustainability of knowledge. Knowledgeof sustainability about respetively starh potato growth and hemials is inorpo-rated in the various deision support systems. In the AVEBE ase, the knowledgeof sustainability about the starh potato growth does ontain knowledge aboutthe growth itself. However, knowledge about the farmers who are required touse the growth-related knowledge was not developed, nor was it inorporated inthe onstruted deision support systems, or any other ommuniation hannel.In this researh, AVEBE farmers have been investigated, resulting in knowledgeabout their information proessing behaviours. This knowledge an be used insubsequent versions of already developed deision support systems, in redesigningurrent ommuniation hannels, and in future means of ommuniation, realisinga better integration of knowledge within the AVEBE o-operative. Our reom-mendations form a guideline for these developments (see setion 5.7).Regarding the Optihem Infonet ase, the deision support system not onlyinorporates knowledge of sustainability regarding hemials. As indiated before,it also triggered knowledge prodution of this knowledge of sustainability, whihdid not exist at the start of this researh. Additionally, knowledge about variousemployees who are about to use this knowledge of hemials has been developed.The development of the deision support system has been based on the ompletepakage of knowledge of sustainability, whih inludes knowledge about hemialsand knowledge about the users of the deision support system (i.e. leaners andtruk drivers), thus attempting to realise knowledge integration.Question 4: What design underlies interventions that set the onditions for sus-tainable innovation?In designing any knowledge management intervention to set the adequate on-ditions for improving the interdependenies between knowledge of sustainability199



Chapter 7. Conlusion & disussionand sustainability of knowledge, two onditions must be met. First, knowledgeof sustainability about ertain arti�ial system has to be inorporated in the in-tervention. Seond, knowledge about the olletive of individuals who ontrolthe arti�ial system has to be inluded in the intervention, suh that it shapes theommuniation with this olletive. The ommuniation must be shaped suh thatthe message that an individual of the olletive reeives results in the reation ofthe appropriate knowledge element, i.e. a knowledge element from the knowledgeof sustainability about the arti�ial system. These reated knowledge elementsshould enable the individual to shape his behaviours suh that they ontribute toimproving the sustainability of the arti�ial system.This researh spei�ally onsidered deision support systems, as a meansto realise the above spei�ed intervention (see setion 3.3.3). Regarding suhuse of a deision support system, we identi�ed Waern's (1989) `model of user'to be essential (see setion 3.3.1). The `model of user' shapes ommuniationfrom the deision support system to its user. Additionally, the way the human-omputer interation is strutured inuenes the understanding of the user. Asimple human-omputer interation presumable fouses on performane, whereasa omplex human-omputer interation triggers learning.In the AVEBE ase, the `model of user' has not been implemented in the variousdeision support systems, impeding the ommuniation with farmers in a form thatthey understand. Instead, these deision support systems have been designed di-retly from the knowledge that resulted from Agrobiokon researh. Consequently,the human-omputer interation provides a diret view on the underlying mathe-matial equations. Farmers need to speify various variables as they are used inthe mathematial equations, and results are provided in a similar form.Alternatively, the deision support system that has been developed in theOptihem Infonet ase, inorporates knowledge of sustainability regarding bothknowledge about hemials and the intended users. The partiipants to the usertest possessed omparable knowledge about the hemial domain, and about han-dling a omputer. The domain model of the hemial knowledge domain has beentranslated to terminology understood by partiipants to ommuniate with thepartiipants. This had been oded in the deision support system's knowledgebase diretly; an expliit `model of user' has not been implemented in the deisionsupport system. Although a omplex human-omputer interation should triggerlearning, and therefore would be more appropriate for sustainability of knowledge,our results show di�erently: the simple user-interfae shows better performane(see setion 6.5.3). However, beause we assume our test-results inlude partii-pants' learning time to familiarise themselves with the appliation, other resultsare expeted after pratie. This assumption is supported by remarks of partii-pants to favour the omplex user-interfae over the simple one, after using themboth.7.3 General disussionCurrently, most sustainability initiatives of both pratial and aademi originfous solely on tehnial aspets of sustainability-related problems. Examplesare the exploration of possibilities of new forms of energy, development of more200



7.3. General disussionfuel eÆient engines, or development of less polluting mahines. The role of hu-man behaviour in these problems is hardly taken into onsideration. Additionally,sustainability-related problems often are approahed from an anthropoentri an-gle (Naess, 1973, 1986). From this perspetive, human demands are not debatable,nor is human behaviour. In ase human behaviour is onsidered, it mostly is ad-dressed by installing restritive poliies or legislation.Our researh shows that this attitude towards sustainability, needs to be reon-sidered, if humankind genuinely is interested in takling the problems of sustaina-bility that it urrently faes. In addition to the tehnial approah that urrentlyprevails, the role of human behaviour in these problems needs to be expliitlyreognised. Furthermore, this role of human behaviour needs to be made an inte-gral part of eah e�ort that aims to improve sustainability. This researh providesfootholds for this new path.Our main terms of knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledgehave proven themselves viable, both theoretially as well as operationally. Theuse of both terms enables us to (i) apture the omplex, dynami onept of sus-tainability, and (ii) devise interventions to inuene sustainability. Knowledge ofsustainability relates to the ontent of sustainability of an arti�ial system. Sus-tainability of knowledge expresses (i) the evolution of knowledge of sustainabilityover time, aligned with hanges of the arti�ial system and its environment, and(ii) the strive to deepen the understanding of the omplexity of the arti�ial sys-tem. The evolution of knowledge of sustainability onerns a neessity that followsfrom the dynami nature of sustainability, as is disussed in hapter 2, and as isdemonstrated in the AVEBE and Optihem Infonet ases (see hapters 5 and 6).The the strive to deepen the understanding of the omplexity of the arti�ial sys-tem relates to the omplexity of sustainability, and the neessity to ontinuallyreveal deeper lying auses for unexplained phenomena. The strive to maintain anarti�ial system's relation with its environment `forever', requires the explanationof suh phenomena; thus, the reation of ever-more knowledge of sustainability isdesirable. In the AVEBE ase (hapter 5), hanges of the o-operative's environ-ment, eonomial, tehnial, and limatologial, illustrate this. In the OptihemInfonet ase (hapter 6), the omplete lak of knowledge about hemials is inter-preted to demonstrate this as well. In addition to their theoretial usefulness, theterms of knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge provided uswith a spei� framework that allowed empirial observations in both the AVEBEand Optihem Infonet ases. The terms of knowledge of sustainability and sus-tainability of knowledge provide a new perspetive on the important topi of sus-tainability, and have the potential to hange the ways in whih people at withregard to it.This researh has one again on�rmed that sustainability is a omplex, dynamionept, for whih ready-made solutions are not available yet. Although the de-velopment of solutions for sustainability-related problems, suh as for instanealternative soures of energy, remain important, they will not provide the om-plete solution. A priori, the nature of the use of any of these solutions in anempirial setting annot be predited. Humans, individually or olletively, areomplex adaptive systems, of whih the atual proess of adaptation is unertain.201



Chapter 7. Conlusion & disussionTherefore, in developing any solution for sustainability-related problems, the in-uene of human behaviour needs to be taken into aount, and a lear knowledgemanagement strategy, in terms of knowledge prodution and knowledge integra-tion, needs to be formulated (MElroy, 2003). In ase e�orts will onentrate onthe development of knowledge of sustainability, and the general understanding ofsustainability and the role of human behaviour is better, more adequate solutionsfor sustainability-related issues are expeted to be found in the future.In addition to knowledge of a ertain arti�ial system, knowledge of sustainabi-lity also should inorporate knowledge about the unit of adoption that operates it,for its individuals need to learn and apply the knowledge of the arti�ial system.Knowledge of sustainability that laks knowledge about the individuals of the unitof adoption, remains isolated as was demonstrated in the AVEBE ase (see hapter5). E�orts of sustainability of knowledge onerning knowledge prodution willrealise the development of knowledge of sustainability about the arti�ial system.However, beause knowledge about the individuals of the unit of adoption that op-erate the system laks, the newly reated knowledge of sustainability is restritedto the minds of those individuals who developed it: the unit of exeution. Theywill be unable to ommuniate the newly reated knowledge to those who operatethe arti�ial system. Despite e�orts of knowledge prodution, an improvement ofsustainability of the arti�ial system will not be realised.The multi-method approah that has been used in this researh, has enabledus to investigate sustainability as the omplex, dynami onept that it is. Thisapproah enabled us to inorporate the omplex interation between the studiedarti�ial systems of starh potato growth and paper prodution, and their respe-tive environments.Although spei� ases have been seleted for our researh, we argue that theirresults are not limited to the investigated domains. The AVEBE ase ties stronglyto Duth starh potato growth. However, we question whether similar resultsan be expeted regarding the German farmer population of AVEBE. Conerningthose farmers, similar problems regarding for instane rop losses beause of PCN-ontamination have been observed. Knowledge from AVEBE researh also insuf-�iently results in an improvement of farming behaviours of the German starhpotato farmers. Outside starh potato growth, other agriultural domains showstrong similarities. For instane, sugar beet farmers also experiene the breakdownof the Common Agriulture Poliy. However, whereas starh potato growth is notonfronted with large utbaks of funding yet, this already is in e�et regardingsugar beet growth. Additionally, sugar beet growth su�ers from biologial threatsto rops that are similar to those found in starh potato growth. In spite of ex-tensive researh also in this agriultural domain, farmers pro�t too little from theresulting knowledge. Besides agriulture, dairy farming reports similar problemsas well. More general, we expet results from the AVEBE ase to be appliable tovarious domains in whih knowledge prodution takes plae regarding the domainand its sustainability, but knowledge integration is hampered beause of a lak ofknowledge about the individuals who need to use it while they perform their tasksin the domain.Also the results of the Optihem Infonet ase have impliations that strethbeyond the Duth paper industry. In various domains, similar innovations are202



7.3. General disussionrealised. New means of prodution are introdued onstantly, without onsideringthe impliations of these novelties for the knowledge of the individuals that haveto use them. In paper industry, the introdution of hemials does not align withthe training of the industry's employees. Not only is this the ase in the Nether-lands. At the HAAMAHA 2005 (Human Aspets of Advaned ManufaturingAgility and Hybrid Automation) onferene in San Diego, a lak of knowledgeabout hemials in the paper industry was also reported to exist in Finland. Sim-ilar to the Duth situation, people who (are about to) work in the paper industryare not trained regarding the various hemials that are used. Besides the paperindustry, use of hemials is the ause of many problems relating to health andenvironment (European Commission, 2006). The European Union poliy REACH(Registration, Evaluation and Authorisation of Chemials) is urrently developedto overome suh problems relating to hemials (European Union, 2006). Thispoliy presribes what information should be reorded about hemials. Additio-nally, it restrits what hemials may and may not be produed, whereby alsoallowable quantities are presribed. The REACH poliy demands that registrantsof hemials provide all knowledge about their substanes. This knowledge shouldenable users of these hemials to make appropriate deisions. However, we ar-gue that before suh knowledge about hemials an be used by anyone handlinghemials, it needs to be shaped to their understanding, as has been shown in thisresearh. Additionally, it will be impossible to know all onsequenes of individualand olletive behaviour in relation to hemials.This researh demonstrated that it is feasible to onstrut deision support systemsto intervene in the ontext of sustainability. Essentially, a standard developmenttrajetory an be used to develop deision support systems for sustainability (usingfor instane Shreiber et al., 2000). The fous on individuals, the tasks theyperform, and the knowledge they use in these tasks has been essential. The AVEBEase (see hapter 5) showed that ignoring individuals and their tasks providesdeision support systems that will not meet their objetive.In addition to using a standard development trajetory, the interdependeniesbetween knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge need to betaken into aount. Although we have taken these interdependenies into aount,regarding the onstrution of deision support systems in the realm of sustainabi-lity, the priniples we have used apply to deision support system onstrution ingeneral. Every deision support system that is developed intends to support oneor more individuals regarding a spei� knowledge domain doing a spei� task.If this indeed is the intention, then the deision support system needs to ommu-niate with its user in the language of the user. It needs to ensure that the userunderstands what the deision support system is trying to tell him. In other words,the notion of inorporating a `model of user' to shape ommuniations with users,and deiding whether a simple or omplex arrangement of the human-omputerinteration is used, also apply to deision support systems outside the domain ofsustainability.Although the onstrution of a deision support system in relation to sustain-ability is feasible, several limitations apply to the use of suh systems. As withany omputer-based system, a deision support system needs to be maintained.203



Chapter 7. Conlusion & disussionThis maintenane onerns both tehnial, as well as funtional, i.e. the funtionsof the system need to be updated aording to new demands. Here, we fous onthe latter. Beause a deision support system onerns an instrument that is de-veloped for a spei� purpose (f. setion 4.2.2), its funtioning and appliabilityis bounded to its design, and assessed tasks and reasoning. The design is basedon urrent irumstanes and the urrent state of knowledge about a ertain do-main. In relation to sustainability, we already know that the domain onstantlyhanges. Therefore, a ertain dynami to be able to respond to suh hanges needsto be inorporated in the design of a deision support system, if it is intended toprovide support regarding sustainability. Although suh dynamis of a deisionsupport system is possible, this only an be realised to a ertain extend. At somepoint in time, the funtions of the deision support system deviate too muh fromthe funtionality that is demanded from it, making the deision support systemobsolete.In this researh, the design of the Optihem Infonet deision support systemwas spei�ally tailored to the ontext of hemials in the paper industry. Fromour user test, we are able to indiate that a simple human-omputer interationdesign supports employees from the leaning and transport agenies better than aomplex. However, to dedue a generally appliable design guideline for human-omputer interation, our user test is too restrited. First, beause we only onsid-ered the use of a deision support system in the spei�ed ontext. Seond, beausethe variation of users that partiipated to the test was very low; partiipants hadsimilar bakgrounds and worked in similar environments. To be able to de�nenormative design guidelines for interfaes for knowledge rossover, the e�et ofhuman-omputer interations for deision support systems providing support re-garding more domains, and a higher variation of users need to be investigated.This researh builds on the pillars of `planet' and `people' that underlie sustain-ability (see setion 1.1 and 2.3.1). The role of `people' has been our pivot point.The third pillar that is generally reognised, `pro�t', has largely been absent fromour disussion on sustainability. This absene has been deliberate. We argue that`pro�t' is of a di�erent nature than the `planet' and `people' pillars. Both `planet'and `people' are empirial pillars in essene, and an be investigated in an empiri-al setting. Although oins are tangible artefats, the `pro�t', or `eonomi' pillaris not onsidered empirial, but of a onstruted nature: it is a soial system.The eonomi pillar is an abstrat arti�ial system (see setions 1.2.1 and 2.3.1); aprodut of the human mind that is used to value things that people �nd important.Additionally, humans use the eonomi pillar to trade things they value. However,in this proess of valuing and trading, things have gone wrong (see, for instane,Meadows et al., 1972, 1992); this play of valuing and trading has beome moreimportant than its objetives. The following quote illustrates this stane niely:Modern eonomis is sik. Eonomis has inreasingly beome anintelletual game played for its own sake and not for its pratial on-sequenes for understanding the eonomi world. Eonomists haveonverted the subjet into a sort of soial mathematis in whih ana-lytial rigour is everything and pratial relevane is nothing (Blaug,1997, p.3; Blaug, 1998, p.1). 204



7.4. Future researhBeause the eonomi pillar is an arti�ial system, we argue that it shouldnot be a ore aspet of sustainability. Sustainability is onerned with the fun-tioning and prospets of existing `forever' of arti�ial systems in their empirialenvironment, both soial and natural. It are the soial and natural environmentsof an arti�ial system that determine its viability. The asription of value in theeonomi environment to an arti�ial system is detahed from the system's surviv-ability in the soial and natural environments. Beause of the onstruted natureof the eonomi pillar, we suggest this pillar to be plaed within the `people' pillar.This aligns with MElroy's (2006) and Faber, Maruster, and Jorna's (2006) viewon the matter.7.4 Future researhFuture researh that is based on this thesis extends along three dimensions relatingto time, domain, and interventions.The dimension time relates to the nature of sustainability and learning. Re-garding these, longitudinal researh is needed to determine the e�et of knowledgemanagement interventions on sustainability, laying bare the underlying meha-nisms in more detail. Beause knowledge management interventions operate atthe level of knowledge proesses, initiating knowledge prodution and knowledgeintegration, the time until new knowledge results in altered behaviours of a ol-letive is expeted to be long. Beause of the limited period of a PhD-researh,the atual e�et on sustainability ould not have been determined in our study.One initiative that already takes plae in this diretion is MElroy's (2006) studyof the soial footprint, whih was briey disussed in setion 1.2.11.On the domain dimension, we suggest future researh to extend to other do-mains than starh potato growth and paper prodution, to determine the generalis-ability of the terms of knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge,and their interdependenies. We already mentioned the extension to sugar beetgrowth and dairy farming in the previous setion. Similar problems regardingknowledge integration are observed in these domains. The question whether alsoin sugar beet growth and dairy farming di�erent types of farmers exist, eah re-quiring di�erent types of ommuniation, needs to be investigated further. Bothdomains already have shown interest in this researh's approah. On a moregeneral plane, an instrument is urrently being developed for the measurement ofsustainability in terms of learning, knowledge, organisation, and o-ordination (foran initial attempt on this questionnaire, see Faber et al., 2006).Conerning the dimension of intervention, future researh an extend in twodiretions. First, more researh on the use of knowledge-based deision supportsystems in the realm of sustainability is needed. The objetive hereby should bethe development of design guidelines for knowledge-based deision support systemdesign, and spei�ally the design of human-omputer interation for situationsof knowledge rossover. More insight in the mehanisms underlying the bridging1MElroy's (2006) study of the soial footprint is a ollaboration between MElroy, and theCluster of Business Development of the Faulty of Management and Organization, University ofGroningen in the Netherlands. 205



Chapter 7. Conlusion & disussionof knowledge rossovers enable the development of suh design guidelines. Addi-tionally, this insight enlarges the understanding of knowledge rossover situations,ommonly resulting from innovation proesses, at the level of the individual. Suhenlarged understanding is expeted to also provide footholds for intervention insituations of innovation. A start in this diretion already has been made. Asan extension of the AVEBE study desribed in hapter 5, new researh fouseson the development of adjusted and better human-omputer interation for theTipstarTM deision support system.Seond, besides knowledge-based deision support systems the knowledge man-agement toolkit ontains other ICT-based and soial means of interventions (seesetion 3.2.4). Regarding interventions using deision support systems, the e�eton the interdependenies between knowledge of sustainability and sustainabilityof knowledge has been made more lear. The question is how other interventions,espeially soial interventions from the knowledge management toolkit, relate toknowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge. In the AVEBE ase,already the onept of study groups has been identi�ed. Partiipants of thesestudy groups disuss researh results and translate these to their pratial farm-ing situations. We observed that better performing farmers generally partiipatemore in these study groups than those farmers performing below average. TheOptihem platform serves a similar purpose as AVEBE's study groups, regardingknowledge transfer about hemials in the paper industry. Whether suh soialknowledge management interventions exist in other domains, and what their ef-fet is on knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge needs to beinvestigated as a part of deepening soial sustainability.
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